The object of this paper is to determine the structure of a (not necessari$ commutatkc)
Structure of Semi-Perfect Hereditary Noetherian Rings G. 0. MKIILER The object of this paper is to determine the structure of a (not necessari$ commutatkc)
semi-perfect hereditq noetherian ring. Since a complete semi-local ring is semi-perfect, WC find the structure of a complctc semi-local hereditary noctherian ring as a special case of our main results.
.I<ach hcrcditary noctherian ring H is a split extension of a nilpotcnt ring R by a hereditary noetherian semi-prime ring S such that R is a finiteI!; generated pl-ojective S-module ('l'hcorem 2.2). By a result of L. IAX;;; [:I S is a direct sum of finitely man!? hereditary noetherian prime rings Si ,, If R is semi-perfect, so is each ring S, . Hence it sut%ces to determine the structure of a noetherian hercditarv semi-pcrfcct prime ring, which is given bq TIIEOREM 6.1 .
The ring R is a noetheriiin hefedhy semi-l,e:fhct pGne rimg if and only ii R is iso?nor$hic to the Sng of n x n matrices OZIM* a (not necess&ly comtwtati-7je) disuete valuation ring III m'tl~ maxtk; ideal AI, where TC =: CF-_, m, , and where D(mn, x mj) and M(m., x mj) denotes the set of all YE, x mi matiices oaer 1) und M, respectively.
The integers 12, IZ, and mi (i -7 1, 2 ,..., K) occurring in Theorem 6.1 are uniquel~~ determined by the semi-pcrfcct hereditary noetherian prime ring R (Theorem 6.2). If R is a complete semi-local hereditary noetherian prime ring, then the corresponding ring 11 of scalars in Theorem 6.1 is a complete rank one valuation ring (Corollary 6.5).
Finally, we remark that a noetherian semi-perfect prime ring R with gl. dim R = 2 is not necessarily isomorphic to a ring of II x n matrices as described in Theorem 6.1 over a noetherian local ring D with gl. dim D = 2 and maximal ideal M (Remark 6.6).
DEFINITIONS AND KOTATIONS
In this paper, all rings have an identity element and are associative; ring homomorphisms and modules are unitary. The ring R is noetherian (artinian), if R satisfies the ascending (descending) chain conditions on right and left ideals. The ring R satisfies the restricted minimum condition, if R is not artinian, but R/A is artinian for each idcal A f 0 of R. J or J(R) always denotes the Jacobson radical of the ring R. R is semi-local, if R/J is artinian. R is a complete semi-local ring, if R is semi-local, flz=,, /'" = 0, and R is complete with respect to the J-adic topology. ,4 semi-local ring R is called semi-perfect, if the idempotents can bc lifted modulo J (cf. [I] ). R is a local ring, if R/ J is a division ring. R is a discrete valuation ring, if R is a noetherian valuation ring. A complete discrete valuation ring is a complete rank one aaluation ring. R is hereditary, if the one-sided ideals of R are projective R-modules, and if R is not a semi-simple artinian ring.
If P is a finitely generated right R-module, and T = EndR P, then P is also a left T-module. The map T : Hom,(P, R) &-P --f R defined by T( f @ x) = f (x) for all IV E P and all SE Homn(P, R) is called the trace mapping of the R-module P. The image Q(P) of 7 is the trace ideal of P.
Concerning the terminology we refer to K. Jacobson [5] and [6] .
REDUCTION TO THE Cask OF PRIME RINGS
In this section it is shown that it s&ices to find the structure of a hereditary semi-perfect noetherian prime ring in order to determine the structure of an arbitrary hereditary semi-perfect noetherian ring. The first reduction is given by the following theorem due to L. Levy ([7] , Theorem 4.3).
When considered as a set oj ideals of R, {I?,} constitutes the set of mimhai annihilator ideals of 12. Hence the decomposition of R is unique.
If ej is the identity element of R, , then {ei i i == I, 2,..., n> is the set cf ali centrally primitive idempotents. there exist orthogonal idempotents ei in R whose sum is the identity of A such that pi =-:= ei + H for i = 1, 2,..., 'n: because B is nilpotent. Hence R = e,Re, j-e,Re, -/-... + e,,,Rev -\ B.
i':g\ \ J Let S = e,Re, I e,Re, '. : ... --f-er,,Re, . Then 5' is right noetherian and right hereditary by Lemma 4.4 of [12] . Since Re,K ,$$:K Re,R is a ~finitely generated right R-module, the right eiRei-module Re, is finitely generated and projective by Lemma 3.1 of [IO] . Tl ms R is a tinitcly generated projective right S-module.
R has a classical ring Q of right quotients which is right artinian and right hereditary by Theorem 2 of [14] . 'The radical of 0 is RQ. Hence eiBQe, y 0 (cf. [4] , Proposition 6). Thus ei.Be, :== 0, and each ring e,Rei is a prime ring. As a direct sum of prime r.ings, 5' is semi-prime, and S ,q B = :: 0. Because of (*) R is a split extension of 13 by S.
The proof of the uniqucncss part of Theorem 2.2 is the same as the proof of the uniqueness part of Theorem 3.3 of [IO].
Remark.
In gcncral a split extension R of a nilpotent ring B by a scmiprime right hereditary right noetherian ring ,Y such that R is a finitely generated projective S'-module is not hereditary as can be seen by the rings of triangular matrices over the integers. It is e;sy to show that the foiloGng two conditions are necessary and suficient for R becoming right hereditary:
MICHIXR
(1) B is a projective right R-module.
(2) X/XE is a projective right S-module for each right ideal X of R. COROLLARY 2.3. The right hereditary, rQht noetherian semi-perfect ring R is a split extension of a nilpotent ring B by a right hereditary, right noetherian, semi-$erfect and semi-prime ring S such that R is a fkitely generated projectice right S-module. Furthermore S is uniquely determined by .R up to an inner automorphism of R.
Proof follows at once from Tlneorem 2.2, because U is contained in the Jacobson radical of R. COROLLARY 2.4. The rzglzt hereditary, right noetherian complete semi-local ring R is a sph't extension c$ a ni&otent ring R by a right hereditary, right noetherian complete semi-local and semi-prime ring S such that R is a fkitely generated projectice right S-module. Furthermore S is uniquely determined by R up to an inner automorphism of R.
Proof.
By Corollary 2.3 it suffkes to show that S' is a complete semi-local ring. By Proposition 2.1 S has finitely many centrally primitive orthogonal idempotents ei f 0 (i = 1, 2,..., n) whose sum is the identity element of S. By cg. (*) in the proof of Theorem 2.2 S = e,Re, ,$ e,Re, G ... 0 e,Re,, .
Since R is a complete semi-local ring, each ring e,Re, is a complete semi-local ring. Hence S is a complete semi-local ring.
HMADA ORDERS
In Section 2 the problem of the determination of the structure of an arbitrary hcrcditary semi-pcrfcct noetherian ring was reduced to find the structure of a hereditary semi-perfect noctherian prime ring R. By Goldie's Theorem on Prime Rings, R is a (right and left) order in a simple artinian ring Q. Let n = dim R denote the length of a composition series of the Q-module Q. Then in this section it will be shown that R is isomorphically contained in a full ring of n x n matrices over a discrete valuation ring D contained in Q. The main tool of the proof is the notion of a Harada order in a simple artinian ring which will be defined below.
Let Ii and 1' be orders in the simple artinian ring Q. Then T is equivalent to R by [.5 ], if there are units a, b, c, d, E Q satisfying aRb < T and cTd < R. If each essential one-sided ideal of R contains a nonzero two-sided ideal of R, then R is a bounded order in Q. Following [12] , the order R in Q is called an Asano order in Q, if the fractional R-ideals form a group. The structure of a bounded Asano order in a simple artinian ring Q was completely determined by the author in [9] . DEFINITION. The order R in the simple artinian ring Q is a .Harada order in Q, if R is equivalent to a bounded Asano order in Q.
Examples.
(1) A commutative noetherian domain .D with Krull-dimension equal to one is a Harada order in its quotient field Qi: if the integral closure li of 13 is a finitely generated D-module.
(2) A hereditary order R over a commutative Dedelrind domain D in a finite-dimensional central simple algebra Q over the quotient field K of D is a Harada order in Q (cf. Harada [2] ). Tl lereforc, in gen.eral a hereditary Harada order in a simple artinian ring Q is not necessarily a bounded Asano order. This fact will follow easily from Theorem 5.1.
(3) Let R be a Harada order in the simple artinian ring Q, then each order T in Q which is equivalent to R is a Harada order in Q.
The idcmpotent e of the noethcrian prime ring R is called uniform, if eR is a uniform right ideal of R, i.e. each nonzcro R-submodule of eR is essential.
~.ENIMA 3.1. Let R be a hereditary semi-perfect noetherian prx'me ring.
Then D = eRe is a discrete aaluation ring for each uniform idempotent e =,F+ 0 ?fRProof.
By Lemma 4.4 of [12] the ring D = eRe is hereditary and noethcrian. As R is semi-perfect, the Jacobson radical of I> is the unique maximal right and maximal left ideal of D by Hilfssatz 3 .7 of [S] . Hence D is a discrete valuation ring. Proof. Let U f 0 be a minimal right annihilator of R. Then U is generatcd by a uniform idempotent e # 0 by Hilfssatz 3.5 of 181. Hence D == eRe is a discrete valuation ring. Therefore D is a bounded Asano order in its quotient division ring K = eQe.
Let 7' be the sum of all right ideals ri, of R such that LT g Lrf as right R-modules. Since R is noetherian, T == iYI $ CT2 -{ .** -j-US, for some positive integer n. Following an argument due to Hart (cf. [12] , Proof of Theorem 4.1) and using the projectivity of the R-module 7' it can be shown that I/' is a two-sided ideal of R, and that M 7 End, T =:fDy4.f, where f 4x1/13/3-3 is an idempotent in the ring of n x n matrices over D. Since I1 is a bounded Asano order in K, the ring f DvL.f is a bounded Asano order in the simple artinian ring f K, j by Corollary 3.9 of [9] . By Lemma 3.6 of [7] M == End, T = (4 E,Q ] qT < T} 3 R. Since T is an essential left ideal of R, there exists a unit c of 9 in T. Hence MC < T 52 R, and the bounded Asano order M in Q is equivalent to R. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. (c) Let E be a jkitely generated left T-module which is a projectzke and torsion-free left R-module. Then E is a projective left T-module.
(d) 1' is a hereditary noetherian prime ring.
Proof. (a) Since 1' is equivalent to R there are regular elements c, d, of R such that cTd < R. As R is bounded, thcrc is a regular element b of R such that Rd > bR. Hence R 3 bRd-l, and bell' < bRd--l < R. Since R is hereditary, the right R-module T is projective. As R is noetherian by 'Theorem 3.11 of [7] , T is a finitely generated R-module. This proves (a).
(b) Clearly, Horn&!?, , RJ < Horn&& , Ra). Since R is bounded, there exists a regular element c E R such that CT < A, because 1' is equivalent to R. Let f E Hom,(& , Ra), E E .R, and t E T. Then f (cte) L= 4 (te) and f (cte) = ctf (e).
Thus c[f (te) --tffe)] = 0, which implies f (te) = tf (e), because Ls', is
(c) T is a finitely generated torsion-free left R-module by (a). Thus Horn@, T) = I-Iom,(B, 1') and Hom,(R, B) = Hom,(E, E) by (I,). Hence we can employ an argument due to M. Harada ([2] , Proof of Lemma 1.3), and we obtain that B is a projective left T-module.
(d) Using (a) it is easy to see that T is an noetherian prime ring. Let X be a left ideal of T. Then X is a finitely generated projective torsion-fret left R-module, because Td :< R for some regular element d of R. Since 7' is noetherian, X is a projective left T-module by (c). Hence T is left hereditary, and so T is hereditary, because T is noetherian. (b) Because of Lemma 3.3 (d) it remains to prove that T is a semi-. perfect ring with restricted minimum condition. 7' is not artinian. If 1' were artinian, then 1' = ,Q = cl' :G: R < $2, and R would not be hereditary (cf. Section 1). As R is hereditary and noetherian, the iden.tity of R is a sum of fz = dirn .R orthogonal uniform idempotents ej E R by Hilfssatx 3.6 of [S:]. Therefore, if P is a nonzero prime ideal of T, we may assume that e1 6 P, Hence 11 :== e,Re, == cITeI by (a), because L) :== e,Re, is a discrete valuation ring by Lemma 3.1. It is easy to see that e,Pe, is a prime ideal of 9. ._ Then ~2%~ = (e,Te, + P)/P s elTe,l(e,Te, G I') z elTe,felPel q =: D!J(D), and cl?%; is a division ring. Therefore e;T is a minimal right ideal of the noetherian prime ring li. Thus '7 is a simple artinian ring. Hence T satisfies the restricted minimum condition by Theorem 2 of [II].
Since T is equivalent to a bounded Asano order by Proposition 3.2, the prime ring II' is bounded. Let .I denote the Jacobson radical of R and ,T( THEOREM 3.6 . If the ring R is semi-perfect hereditary order in the simple artinian ring Q, then R is contained in only Jinitely many Asano orders iWi (i = 1, 2,..., r) in Q which are equivalent to R. Each of the rings A& is isomorphic to a full ring of n x n matrices over a $xed discrete valuation ring, where n = dim R.
Proof. By Theorem 3.11 of [7] R is a noethcrian prime ring. Therefore by Proposition 3.2 R is contained in an Asano order M in Q which is equivalent to R. Since R satisfies the restricted minimum condition by Proposition 3.4, the set of all idempotcnt ideals of R is finite by Len-n-ma 3.5. As by Lemma 3.3 each Asano order T 2 R inQ which is equivalent to R is noetherian hereditary ring and a finitely generated projective right and left R-mod&, an application of Theorem 2 of [3] shows that each ring T.is a full ring of R-endomorphisms of some idempotent ideal of R. Therefore R is contained in only finitely many Asano orders ilir, (i = 1, 2,..., Y) in Q which are equivalent to R. Each Asano order M:i is a hereditary noetherian semi-perfect prime ring by Proposition 3.4. Therefore A& is isomorphic to the fuli ring of ti x zz matrices over a discrete valuation ring D, (z' = I : 2,..., r) by Corollary 3" 10 of [9] . Since the rings lMi are equivalent Asano orders in Q, they are conjugate in pairs by Corollary 3.12 of [9] . H-cnce D = D, s Di for i == 2, 3 ,..., r.
THE JACOBSON RADICAL IS INWI~TTIELB
Let R be an arbitrary hereditary semi-perfect noetherian ring. Then in this section it is proved that the Jacobson radical J of R is an invertible idea!, if no minimal prime ideal of R is maximal. Proof. Assume R is not an Asano order in Q. Then the Jacobson radical ,I is not a maximal ideal in R by Proposition 2.3 of [9] . Let M be a maximal ideal of R. Then there is an idcmpotent e f: 0 in R such that M : ReR -+ j, because R is semi-perfect. Since 0 f ReR, the ring RjReR is artinian by Proposition 3.4. Thus there exists a positive integer n such that Mn = ReR, because ReR is idempotent. Since R is hereditary, M is a finitely generated projective right R-module. Therefore the trace ideal Q(M) of R is an idempotent i.deal of R. If TV were different from IV/, then TV ::= R. Let V = (x c+Q i x.M < R} = Hom,(M, R). Then VM = TV. Hence R = P&P = PReR = P(ReR)" == (PI&R) ReR -= HeR.
But R f ReR. Therefore M .== TV, and M is idempotent. If A is an idempotent tuo-sided ideal qf R, and if T -= {x E Q 1 Ax < A}: then TAT = T.
XIICI-ILER
The proof follows at once from Proposition I .8 of [2] . 
TIIE JACOBSON RADICAL OF AN EQUIVALEKT ASANO ORIYZR
If R is a noetherian hereditary semi-perfect prime ring, then R is a Harada order in a simple artinian ring Q by Proposition 3.2. Hence R is contained in an Asano order S in Q which is ccluivalent to R by Thcorern 3.4. In this section it is proved that the Jacobson radical J(S) of A' is contained in the Jacobson radical J of K. Furthermore it is shown that R,/JI!S) is hereditar):. Proof. Since n = dim R and R is a noetherian hereditary prime ring, the identity element I E R is the sum of the n orthogonal uniform idempotents e, . Therefore Je, is an indecomposable finitely generated projective left Rmodule. By Lemma 5.2 there is an index 1 .< j < n such that Jei z7:R Re, . Since J/J(S) is the Jacobson radical of the artinian ring R,/ J(S) by Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 3.4, an application of ( [6] , p. 51, Proposition 4) yields i f j. Hence (b) holds.
By Theorem 3.6 the ring S/J(S) is simple and artinian. Hcncc e,S g ejS for all 1 < i, j < n by ( [6] , p.53, Proposition 1). Hence there are na matrix units eij E S such that e,, = e, for i = I, 2,..., n (cf. [6] , p. 52, Proposition 5). From Proposition 3.4 follows that eiRe, = e,Se, for 1 < i < n. If Rei g Re, , then we claim that e,, E R and ej, E R. Let p be an R-module isomorphism from Ref onto Re, . Then p(ei) = re, -=-_ egre( for some r E .R. From Rei == Rre, = Re+,e, follows that ejre, $ J. Since ejre, E ejSei = ejjSejjejj, = f?jjRejjeji , there is an x E R with ejre, = eirxeijej,: . As x $ J, it follows that ei,xejj is a unit in the discrete valuation ring ejRej . Thus eji E R. Similarly follows that eii E R. If, conversely, eu and eji are contained in R, then Red E Rq by ([fi], p. 51, Proposition 4). This proves (a).
It remains to prove (c). Let p be an R-module isomorphism from Rej onto Jei . Then p(ej) = he, = eihei for some h E J. Hence Jei = Rhe, = Re$ei . Since e, Je, is the Jacobson radical of the discrete valuation ring eiRei there exists an element ei pei E ei Jei such that ei Jei = (ed pe,) e,Re, = eiRei(eipe,).
I:urthermore e,pe, = xejhe, = e,xe$e, for some x E R. Sow e+xej E e$ej = e&e,,eij . This implies tither (I) e,,xej = ei pe,ue,eij where eiuei is a unit in eiRe, , or (2) ePrei; = eive,eij where eivei is a unit in e,Rei 1 1Ye first assume that (1) holds. Then e,pe, =-eipeieiueieijejhei . This implies ei = e,ueieijhei , because e,Rei is a domain. Jf (eiwe,)(eiue,) = ei , then ejiedzcei = e..e.e..eJae, = e&e, , 32 z '3 J, which implies that eji = ejiei = ej,e,zeieizlei = ejhe,e,ue, E R. Furthermore je, = Rejhe, =z Hejie,zL?e, , and so We now assume that (2) holds. Since eivel is a unit of e,Re, , there is a. I E R such that (eizei)(eivel) = ei . Hence ejj = (e,se,>(ePvej) E R. Furthermore, eji(eizei)(ei pe,) = eji(e,zei)(e.p~ej)(ejhei) -ejhei .
Thus Jei === Rejhe, =:z Reji(elxei)(ei(pe,) :< S(e,pe,) ei < SJ(S) ei < J(S) e.! : because el peVz E eijei = e,:j(S) e; by Proposition 3. After all the preparations given in the preceding sections we can now prove the main theorem of this paper which is Theorem 6.1 stated in the introduction.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. At first it is assumed that R is a noetherian hereditary semi-perfect prime ring. We claim that R is isomorphic to a ring of n x n matrices of the form described in the assertion of Theorem 6.1, where n = dim R. By Goldie's Theorem on Prime Kings R has an artinian simple quotient ring Q. From Theorem 3.6 follows that R is contained in an Asano order S in 2 which is equivalent to A. Hence there are n' matrix units edj E S Let h be the number of the isomorphisms classes of the R-modules Re, (i = 1, 2,..., n). Let Rei z Re, for 1 < j < .wl , Rej gg RE,,~~.,~ for for w,-, + 1 < j < ~1~; = n. Hence e,,i and cli arc contained in R for ZC,+~ x i, j C< ~,~-~.,.r , where t :.: 1, 2 ,..., k and z+, = 0.
We claim that e,, E R for all pairs (i, j) with i 2 j. Assume that e,, E R for 1 .< i < w, and i 3 j, where 1 5: s < k. Set w, = z'. By Lemma 5.3 we have ~,+r,~ E R or eLl,oi.l c R. R does not contain e,,,,.r and er+lV.,~ , because Re,c + lie,., 1 . If e,C+l,,U were contained in R, then it is easy to show that eij E R for i > j and 1 .< i :< w,+r; and our claim is true by induction on s. Hence we may assume that e,,Jl.l,v $ R. Therefore Z(C~) = Z(Z,,;.+~) by Lemma 5. (1) a.nd (2) imply that R is isomorphic to the ring of n x n matrices described in the assertion of Theorem 6.1, by application of ( [6] , p. 52, Proposition 5). If, conversely, D is a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal M, and if .R is the ring of n x n matrices of the form described in the assertion of Theorem 4.1, then R is obviously an order in the full ring Q of 1z x n matrices over the quotient division ring K of I). Let I' be the ring of all II x n matrices (aii) with au E D for i > j and aij E ill for i C: j, and let S be the full ring of al! n x n matrices over T1. Then 5' > R >> T, and S is an Asano order in Q. (c) n I= xi".=, mi = dim R is the Goldie-dimension of A.
Furthermore: II is uniquely determined by I) up to an isomwphism.
The proof follows immediately from Theorem 6.1 and the structure theorem on semi-simple artinian rings.
The semi-perfect hereditary order R in the simple artinian ring Q is called a minimal semi-perfect hereditary order in Q, if R is minimal in the set of semi-perfect hereditary orders in Q which are equivalent to R. By Theorem 6.1, the semi-perfect hereditary order R in the simple artinian ring is minimal if and only if R,/ J is a direct sum of n =:-dim R isomorphic division rings. Proof. By Theorem 6.1, it only remains to show the uniqueness part in a). But this follows immediately from the following result. COROLLARY 6.4. Let R and S be tz.00 mbimal semi-perfect hereditary orders in the simple artim'an ring Q. Then R is equivalent to S if and only if there is a unit t E Q such that S = tR@.
Proof. Since R and S are equivalent Harada orders in Q by Proposition 3.2, there are Asano orders lV 2-z R and % > S in Q such that W is equivalent to 2. By Proposition 3.4 W and % arc nocthcrian and semi-perfect. 'I'herefore there is a unit x E Q with x?V~r = 2 by Corollary 3.12 of [9] . Obviously xRx-1 is a minimal semi-perfect hereditary order in Q. Therefore by Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 3 of ([o], p. 59), thcrc exists a unit x E % such that
